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OFFICE OF THE CITY MANAGER 
City of Newport, Oregon 

169 S.W. Coast Hwy. 
Newport, OR 97365 

541-574-0603 
s.nebel@newportoregon.gov 

 
 
MEMO 
 
DATE:  April 25, 2024 
 
TO:  Mayor and City Council 
 
FROM: Spencer Nebel, City Manager  
 
SUBJECT: Status report for the six-week period ending Friday, April 19 

Wow! What a busy week. A significant amount of my time was spent during this 
period preparing a proposed budget for the Budget Committee’s review for the first 
Budget Committee meeting scheduled for April 23. The budget process is always an 
extensive effort in order to put together an operational plan for the City for the fiscal 
year beginning July 1. The budget process is a bottom-up process in which 
departments and Department Heads identify various priorities and needs and submit 
those to the Finance Department who then compiles all the requests into  documents 
that are used to develop a proposed budget. Various requests are reviewed and 
discussion occurs with the Department Heads to prioritize items when funds are not 
sufficient to cover all requests. This process includes staffing levels, operational 
expenses, equipment purchases and capital outlay projects proposed for the next 
year. This is an intensive time for Finance Director Steve Baugher and Finance staff 
in order to pull together various elements of the budget. Furthermore, Chris Beatty 
from Engineering is heavily involved in the capital outlay budget development 
process. I appreciate everyone's hard work which started in December 2023 in order 
to put together a reasonable proposed budget for review, modification,  and ultimate 
approval by the Budget Committee and City Council. 
 
In addition, Melanie Nelson, Jeanne Tejada and I were involved in various aspects 
of coordinating issues in Newport with Jensen Strategies for various local logistics 
regarding the city manager recruitment process. Overall, I believe Jensen Strategies 
did a great job, beginning in November, working with the City Council and community 
to develop a job profile for this position. In January,  the City Council adopted a 
resolution outlining the search process and the executive sessions that would be 
required in order to conduct a review of applications and conduct final interviews with 
candidates, prescreening of candidates, and the coordination of the interviews which 
occurred during the week of April 15 that led to the City Council offering the position 
to Nina Vetter, former City Manager of Gresham, Oregon. 
 
I believe that Council did a very thorough job outlining the strengths and weaknesses 
of each candidate interviewed by Council to determine which candidate would best 
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meet the needs of the City of Newport. The City Council also relied heavily on the 
observations of the three interview panels (Public Administrators, Citizen and 
Department Head panels) as well as the comments that were compiled by the 
employee-facilitated and community-facilitated discussions. It was a good turnout for 
both of these events and very thoughtful observations were made by folks 
participating in both of those events, as well.  
 
Finally, I attended my last Northwest City Managers’ Conference in Seaside, 
Oregon. A report on the conference sessions is incorporated in this report. 
 
While it feels I should be winding down my tenure as city manager, the next two and-
a-half months will be an extremely busy time for me and the City. I am happy to have 
a great City Council and staff in place that will be able to take Newport to the next 
step following my retirement. I extend my best wishes and support to Nina Vetter as 
she begins her tenure as city manager. I will be available for any informal advice and 
information as Nina begins her tenure with the City of Newport. 
 
Highlights of Activities During the Past Few Weeks Include the Following: 

• Councilor Jacobi, Lance Vanderbeck, and I met with Dan McCrea regarding 
the placement of a Conex box next to his hangar at the Newport Municipal 
Airport. This would require additional land added to his lease. We will be 
bringing a recommendation back to the City Council on this request. 

• Met with David Allen and Erik Glover on revisions to the water code and 
uncollectible debt policy. David is reviewing the draft versions that Erik has 
worked on with the Finance and Public Works Departments since mid-2023. 
David has indicated that he will try to have his review completed in May. This 
is one of the priorities I identified as being implemented prior to my 
retirement. We are running short on time. My retirement date of July 8 is 
coming up quickly.  

• Held bi-monthly meetings with Jason Malloy, Rob Murphy and Erik Glover. 

• Met with Jason Holland in our monthly update meetings between OCCA and 
the City.  

• Met with representatives from Rogue Brewery, Cambrian Innovation Group, 
the Port of Newport and internal staff, Stephanie Kerns, DJ Fox and Steve 
Stewart, to discuss the status of the pretreatment plant being installed by 
Rogue Brewery. Cambrian is ready to go forward with the installation, 
however, delays experienced by the Port in completing work to reinforce the 
seawall has delayed their ability to build the treatment facility. The seawall is 
now under reconstruction and Cambrian is prepared to move in to do the 
wastewater installation as soon as the seawall repairs are completed by the 
Port. I have indicated that we are in agreement with adjusting the deadlines 
under the consent agreement for the plant installation and operation due to 
these circumstances beyond Rogue’s control. This timeframe also provides 
time to meet the City's industrial discharge limits at that plant. Everyone is 
eager to get this issue resolved and off the books. I am very optimistic that 
this will occur in a timely fashion following completion in the next couple of 
weeks.  
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• Jason Malloy, Barb James and I participated in negotiations with the Police 
Association. Mark Wolf from the Local Government Law Group is our lead on 
negotiations. 

• Prepared agendas for the March 18 work session and regular City Council 
meeting. 

• Met on the replacement of the fire alarm system at the Performing Arts 
Center. A portion of the system is being rebuilt as part of the remodeling of 
the Performing Arts Center. We will be asking the City Council to consider a 
change order to have the general contractor replace the entire alarm system 
for the building.  

• Barb James and I scheduled two full days on Friday, March 8 and Saturday, 
March 9 as well as Friday, March 15 and Saturday, March 16 to complete our 
work and review on the employee handbook. We were able to get through 
our review of the draft with those changes now being incorporated into a draft 
handbook that will be further reviewed by Tamara Jones at CIS, as well as 
by the City Attorney, Department Heads and staff prior to final approval. It is 
my goal to have this policy handbook in place prior to my retirement on July 
8. This is an important project to address many changes that have occurred 
both internally with policies, and externally as well. It will provide a good 
framework for the next manager to continue addressing and modifying issues 
as needed. This will also be important as a beginning point for the next 
human resources director who will be hired to replace Barb James when she 
retires in January 2025.  

• Held a routine Department Head meeting. 

• Met with Mark Wolf, Barb James and Jason Malloy in preparation for the next 
negotiations with the Newport Police Association.  

• While I was unable to participate, Mayor Kaplan, Councilor Jacobi, Derrick 
Tokos and Joseph Lease participated in the ribbon cutting for Nate’s Place. 
Nate’s Place is owned and operated by Northwest Coastal Housing who 
utilized a $4.6 million state grant to purchase the 44-unit Newport Coast Inn 
on US Highway 101 for transitional housing. This facility will serve as a 33-
unit facility offering transitional housing services. We are very appreciative of 
Northwest Coastal Housing providing these critical social services for 
Newport and Lincoln County.  

• Participated in the March 18 City Council work session. The Council heard a 
report on establishing a sports court at Surf View Village; discussed the efforts 
to develop and implement engineering standards for the City of Newport; and 
discussed the impact that the governor's housing bill, (Senate Bill 1537) could 
potentially have on the City of Newport, and strategies that are being 
implemented by the City to maximize the benefit and minimize any 
unintended  consequences for this legislation. The Council  also had further 
discussion on the potential use of radar speed cameras for speed 
enforcement in the city.  

• Participated in the regular City Council. 6 PM on March 18. 

• Along with Mayor Kaplan and members of Council, participated in two ribbon 
cuttings Saturday, March 23, organized by Parks and Recreation Director, 
Mike Cavanaugh. The first  was a rededication of the Ocean to Bay Trail. This 
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project included the construction of kiosks by Eagle Scout Tobia Shieff, as 
well as interpretive signage that has been done by Park staff along the trail. 
In addition to the Boy Scouts of America, Seth Miller from Oregon Parks 
Forever, participated in this presentation. They provided some of the funding 
to help this project move forward. 

• Steve Baugher, Erik Glover, Eric Carpenter, Steve Stewart and I met to 
develop the Public Works budget for streets, wastewater collections, facilities 
and water distribution. We have been working at a  bit of a handicap with this 
part of the development of the budget due to having a vacancy in the public 
works director's position, and having our acting public works director for 
operations on medical leave during the period of time in which this information 
needs to be compiled. Collectively, we reviewed the budget, reached out to 
staff and put together an estimate for expenditures through the course of the 
current fiscal year and a budget for the fiscal year beginning July 1.  

• Tuesday, March 19 through Thursday, March 21 Steve Baugher, Eric 
Carpenter, Erik Glover and I sat down and met with each Department Head 
to review how they addressed any goals and objectives identified by Council, 
any proposed changes to the fee schedule, equipment purchases, and 
operating budgets for the fiscal year beginning July 1. These three days of 
budget meetings with each individual Department Head is a critical part of 
developing a proposed budget for the fiscal year. 

• Participated in negotiations with the Newport Police Association along with 
Barb James,  Jason Malloy and Mark Wolf. 

• Participated in the Water Conservation and Water Management Work Group. 
This has been coupled with the grand effort to develop a watershed protection 
plan for Newport’s water sources which is the Siletz River and Big Creek 
Basin. We did seek informal proposals for conducting this work from three 
firms. We got one proposal back. The Water Conservation and Water 
Management Work Group reviewed that proposal and felt comfortable with 
utilization of Suzanne de Szoeke of GIS helped to facilitate the development 
of a technical paper for presentation to the City Council by the end of this year.  

• Coordinated the move of legal files from former City Attorney Chris Minor who 
was closing his practice. He had many boxes of files that relate to the City of 
Newport. Much of this information may duplicate information that is already 
held in our files. We have had the files moved up to the wastewater treatment 
plant and will, over time, review the contents of the files to determine what 
files need to be kept and what can be disposed of.  

• Steve Baugher and I participated in a virtual opioid settlement learning 
collaborative. All in all, our use of the funds are consistent with the intended 
purpose for these funds through the first five years of funding. The City 
Council will have to devise a plan as to how to use the appropriate funds that 
will arrive after the five-year period has been committed to the Pacific 
Communities Health District for the development of the S.T.A.R.S. facility in 
Agate Beach.  

• From Friday, March 22 through Friday, April 12 the majority of my time was 
focused on preparing the proposed budget. During this time, I worked a  
number of days from home in order to get this task completed.  
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• Participated in a Department Head meeting to review the capital projects that 
have been requested for this year.  

• At the advice of City Attorney, David Allen, I contacted Susan Myers, 
Executive Director of the Oregon Ethics Commission, regarding the ethical 
considerations that need to be addressed in accordance with Oregon law 
regarding the potential of performing contractual work for the City following 
my retirement as city manager. Myers indicated that ethics does not preclude 
me doing contractual work following my retirement, however, the Ethics 
Commission would consider investigating a complaint  if this decision was 
made while I was currently serving as city manager. As a result, I will defer 
any discussion of completing projects until after a new city manager is in 
place to so they can determine whether this is something they would like to 
proceed with or not. While from a  transition planning standpoint it makes 
great sense to have this figured out in advance, under Oregon Ethics 
provisions, this could create a conflict of interest due to my current position 
as city manager. I appreciate the information provided by the Ethics 
Commission. This is a great resource for elected officials and staff to use for  
various issues. I also appreciated David’s advice on this matter.  

• Had a meeting with Barb James regarding a request for medical 
accommodation impacting a work schedule. The information will be relayed 
to the employee requesting this as to what is necessary before 
accommodation could be considered  

• Prepared agendas for the April 1 City Council work session, Urban Renewal 
Agency, and City Council meetings. The schedule was accelerated a couple 
of days since both Erik Glover and I participating in the Northwest Managers’ 
Conference in Seaside, Oregon on March 27 through March 29.  

• Attended the Northwest Managers’ Conference in Seaside, Oregon along 
with Erik Glover. This is a meeting of the City and County managers from 
Oregon, Washington and Alaska and locations are rotated between those 
three states. (Last year, I had the opportunity to go to Fairbanks Alaska to 
participate in this same meeting!) The following is a list of sessions that took 
place: 
➢ Attended a session of the role of the manager in community leadership 

discussions. The program was facilitated by Nancy Hetrick from 
Rattelis and focused on the importance of communications and 
empathy when leading community discussions. One of the examples 
they used is discussing how a particular policy may play out in a 
tourism-based economy between the residents and visitors. There 
should be a clear understanding of what the potential issues resident 
stakeholders may have regarding this policy discussion, as well as the 
impact that visitation has on the community. A city manager needs to 
play the role of a listener and collaborator in identifying potential 
solutions to address community problems. Managers need to be 
brokers and facilitators and it is important to us to be comfortable 
speaking the truth to those that supervise the manager and to other 
community leaders, as well.  
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Data is important to inform, educate and interpret impact that decisions 
may have on a community. It is important  that data does not counter 
perspective which often can override a database conclusion. Data can 
also help identify the problem and can provide a hypothesis as to how 
the problem may be resolved. Much of these concepts are included in 
the “Declaration of Ideals” developed by ICMA. These 11 ideas are 
important for managers to keep in mind as the faithful stewards of the 
public trust. I attached a copy of this for your review.  

➢ Heard a report in career development and personal goal setting that 
focused on the Oregon and Washington Northwest Women’s 
Leadership Academies. Megan George, Deputy City Manager in 
Tualatin, facilitated the discussion with Stephanie Lucash, Deputy City 
Manager in Kenmore, Washington, and Zoe Mombert, Assistant to the 
City Manager in Wilsonville, on the effort to create professional 
development cohorts to support advancing women into executive 
leadership positions. The Oregon Northwest Women’s Leadership 
Academy has done a great job in building up the leadership credentials 
for women to fill these top positions in city management in Oregon and 
beyond. While much progress has been made, there is still equity 
issues that need to be addressed to eliminate remaining barriers to 
more women filling top executive positions.  

➢ Participated in a tour of Seaside’s tourism industry. Mayor Steve 
Wright led the tour through downtown Seaside along the promenade, 
with this being followed by a discussion at the historic Times Theater 
and Public House. The Times Theater was a move theater that had 
been closed for a number of years. It was recently taken over and 
renovated into a brewpub restaurant leaving the capabilities to show 
events on the projectors and screens in the facility. There was also 
discussion on the collaboration between the Downtown Development 
Association in Seaside, the City of Seaside and the Visitors’ Bureau to 
elevate Seaside’s tourism economy. Over the years, Seaside has 
developed a number of major events that draw thousands of people to 
this community. One huge event is the beach volleyball tournament 
that fills up the community for an extended period of time. This is an 
event that takes all the organizations working together in order to pull 
off this nationally recognized tournament. This started small and has 
continued to grow into the current form. Seaside is also proud of the 
convention center that was completely rehabilitated and expanded. 
This has helped facilitate a significant amount of new business for 
Seaside.   

➢ Participated in a session called the “Not-So” Secret to Managing 
Leadership Dilemmas. Denise Holmes from Holmes Street Leadership 
indicated that most complex problems simply do not have a clear 
solution. This is becoming more evident everyday with the political 
divide facing our country. Denise described dilemmas as polarity, 
paradox, dynamic tension or various points of view. There is a set of 
interdependent opposites that, for example, range from making 
changes to those looking for stability. Some examples of these two 
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spectrums are strength and flexibility, activity and rest, saving and 
spending, work and life, or centralization and decentralization. Polarity 
is most often recognized when it is out of balance driving a reaction 
toward the opposite pole. In local government we are often pulled 
between multiple sets of polarities. It is important to keep a balance  
between results and relationships. The perfect solution for one element 
of the community may not be an acceptable solution for the community 
as a whole. It is important to map out the dynamics of a polarized issue 
to understand the upsides and downsides from multiple perspectives.  
 

In local government there are common leadership polarities that 
include individual versus team, department versus organizational, 
personal interest versus organizational interests. In addition, 
managers must focus on internal focus and external focus, optimism 
and realism, and structure versus flexibility. Another issue that needs 
to be a focal point in sorting through common leadership dilemmas is 
understanding the individual capabilities and the system capabilities of 
people to address any issues moving forward. It is suggested that the 
polarized issues can actually be mapped out identifying the critical 
upsides and downsides for each pole and using that information to 
determine a solution that is both practically and politically acceptable 
moving forward.  

 
As leaders we all have different qualities that can make us either 
ineffective or  effective. It is important to map out these polarities in our 
own leadership styles and identify ways we can strengthen our own 
leadership abilities, understanding the strengths and weaknesses of 
these characteristics.  

➢ Heard a presentation from Craig Ashford and Diana Ramos from Miller 
Nash; Kelly Madding, Deputy City Manager, Medford; and Jason 
Antley, Sergeant, Medford Police Department, regarding the camping 
ordinance from the Nineth Circuit U.S. Court. Balancing the needs of 
the public and vulnerable populations are one of our great dilemmas 
facing local government. The basic question that the Nineth Circuit 
Court alluded to is whether local government can prohibit sleeping in 
public spaces, and, if the answer is yes – when and how can it be done? 
Earlier Court decisions have determined that you are not allowed to 
make homelessness a criminal activity based on a person’s status. 
Courts have addressed status issues such as homelessness, 
addiction, and other labels attached to individuals. The Nineth Circuit 
Court simply stated that you cannot restrict sleeping outside if there 
are no other alternatives for the individuals who need to rest. 
 
Under the Ninth Circuit Court ruling, any ordinance prohibiting sleeping 
on public property is dead on arrival. Martin vs. Boise provides legal 
direction that no criminal or civil fines can be issued when there is an 
outright prohibition on outdoor camping within that jurisdiction. Time, 
place and manner are elements that have to be fair and appropriate in 
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developing a camping ordinance. The U.S. Supreme Court will be 
considering an appeal for the Grants Pass case with a decision 
expected in June. This could change the dynamics of how camping 
ordinances may be constructed in the future.  

 
The City of Medford has taken on the issue addressing camping in light 
of the Ninth Circuit Court decision. In 2017, 36 shelter sites were 
opened on city property. In 2020, the city leased land for the first low 
barrier homeless campsites that can accommodate between 125 and 
150 individuals. In 2021, the city pursued land to expand the camping 
opportunities with 260 people being accommodated on various city 
properties. In 2021, the camping ordinance was published to address 
illegal camping that was occurring along their extensive trail system 
above the Greenway that runs along Bear Creek between several 
cities since other alternatives were available. This area had become a 
major camping area with many concerns and complaints from the 
public about not feeling safe using the trail. In 2023, the ordinance was 
revised creating some additional restrictions on the Ggreenway during 
fire season. Current restrictions included not camping within 50 feet of 
the water, restrictions on camping or lying or sleeping on a playground  
or sports field, placing bedding materials on a sidewalk, street, alley, 
lane public right-of-way or park. Camping is restricted on the 
Greenway between May 1 and September 30 underneath roadway or 
bridges that are not open to the public, within 20 feet of a privately 
owned parcel zoned for residential uses, or within 20 feet of a 
residential structure regardless of zoning. 
 
The city has designated an officer working with social service agencies 
to build rapport with individuals that are camping within the city. The 
city also funds eight beds in the county jail to address individuals for 
failure to appear if they are cited under the camping code. This has 
made an effective difference in having people understand that they 
need to appear in court, if cited, or risk being placed in jail. Medford 
has funded this with a public safety fee of $27 per month on the water 
bill, and a fee of $2.40 per month for fund livability issues within the 
city. With the significant increase in options for campers to have, the 
city has been able to take a much tougher line on regulating where 
people can sleep or camp on public property. Medford has made much 
progress in making this a more manageable issue. They have had 
success in getting people permanently off the street and making their 
parks and public areas usable by all wishing to recreate.  

➢ Attended a session on exploring benefits using artificial intelligence 
(AI). Ric Stephens an AI instructor from the University of Oregon, 
provided an overview of how AI is being utilized in many ways and 
should be used in cities with specific guidelines. He encouraged each 
city to develop policies on how AI can be used within that organization. 
Chatbots are computer programs designed to stimulate conversation 
with human users especially over the internet. There are a number of 
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key chatbots in use including Google Gemini, Microsoft CoPilot, Open 
AI and Chat GBT, which is the original, and is now two years old. Ric 
indicated that the grammar features of chatbots are something that 
should be utilized by all organizations. These features help with text 
flow and editing. In using AI there is a theory that being polite with AI 
can improve the outcome. When using this type of tool, it is important 
to check quotes for accuracies, be precise in how you prompt the 
instructions for chatbots, provide examples with triple quote marks, 
and specify steps in a sequential way. It should be noted that biases 
are based on the creator of any of the applications. AI can be used to 
write different types of tones of letters, summarize a larger document, 
and help develop opening and closing statements. AI’s language 
translation has improved greatly. AI is not something that will be going 
away. It is important to understand how to improved processes with 
local governmental entities.  

➢ Heard a session from Jessica Cowles, Ethics Director for ICMA. The 
ICMA Code of Ethics is one of the backbones of ICMA. Members of 
ICMA and OCCMA are required to abide by these standards. 
Violations of the code are investigated by ICMA. ICMA will use a local 
fact-finding committee appointed by the president of the state 
association to assist in investigating any complaints. OCCMA has its 
own ethics investigatory process for members of OCCMA who may not 
be members of ICMA. I have attached a copy of the Code of Ethics  for 
your review. These provisions are important to understand both by 
members of ICMA as well as by the governing body regarding 
employees who are members of ICMA.  

➢ Dr. Philip Cooper, Professor, Portland State University led the round 
robin peers discussion. This is always a free-flowing discussion 
addressing various issues facing managers across the Northwest.  

➢ The final session was an update of the 202 Oregon legislative session 
facilitated by Jim McCauley of the League of Oregon Cities, along with 
Ariel Nelson and Scott Winkels. Jim indicated that this was a very 
constructive legislative session in which there were no walkouts and a 
very significant amount of business was conducted. The legislature will 
have a significant change in membership as the full session begins in 
January 2025. This will be particularly true in the Senate where a 
number of incumbents are unable to run for re-election due to previous 
walkouts. The other thing that Jim noted is that most legislative 
decisions were decided on a bipartisan basis through the short 
session. Big issues included reforms to Measure 110; infrastructure 
funding provided by the state; major housing reforms, some of which 
will benefit cities and some may create additional challenges for cities 
with more work needing to be dine in the full session; a legislative fix 
now makes photo radar available to all cities to use as proven 
community safety technology. He indicated there is a lot more work to 
do to prepare for the 2025 fall legislative session. The League is 
currently developing legislative issues for advocacy in this next 
legislative session. Cities will be asked to weigh in to these legislative 
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matters. One thin that would be important for tourism communities are 
increased flexibility in the use of the transient room tax. Cities need to 
start finding stakeholders that are members of the Oregon Restaurant 
and Lodging Association (ORLA)  to advocate for this position. This 
has been one of the more difficult issues to move forward.  

 
Overall, I enjoyed my last Northwest City Manger’s Conference as City 
Manager of Newport. I appreciate the value that the Council has placed 
on advocating participating in professional development opportunities 
for staff. The City has great involvement from City Council members  
participating in LOC and other types of events, as well. Developing 
governing knowledge is critical for smaller rural communities to 
understand how local government can best serve its citizens.   

• Held a routine Department Head meeting. 
• Met with David Allen and Chris Beatty to finalize the agreement with Road 

and Driveway for repairs to Oceanview Drive. This is something that got 
delayed due to dealing with the emergency situation for the repairs, 
compounded with a key staff member on medical leave. I appreciate the 
efforts to Chris and David in sorting through the issues in order to close out 
this contract. I also appreciate the patience of Road and Driveway in 
working through these issues.  

• Participated with the City Council in the April 1 work session which began 
at PM for the purpose of scheduling an executive session with Council to 
review the city manager applicants. Council met with Jensen Strategies to 
review the applications received, hear information from preliminary Zoom 
interviews conducted by Jensen Strategies, and to discuss those 
candidates that were brought in for interviews during the week of April 15. 
The executive session lasted until start of the 6 PM regular meeting.  

• Participated in the regular meeting of the City Council held on April 1 
• Participated in an Urban Renewal meeting to diss reissuing the request for 

proposals for the development of the Urban Renewal property owned on 
the NE corner of 35th and US 101. 

• Erik Glover, Derrick Tokos and I met to review the social services grants. 
This was the second round of requests and a recordation for award was 
approved by the City Council  on April 15. 

• Participated in an internal meeting to discuss negotiations with the Newport 
Police Association  with Mark Wolf, Jason Malloy and Barb James. 

• Met with DJ Fox, Rob Murphy, and Steve Stewart to discuss his future role 
in Public Works. As you will recall, Steve has been serving as the acting 
public works director for the operation of the water and wastewater plants 
during the time of this position vacancy. In addition, he ended up filling in 
on the operations side, as well, due to an extended medical leave that 
occurred during this time period. I will be recommending an adjustment to 
Steve’s position to serve as an assistant public works director under Robert 
Moser, our new public works director. I have discussed this with Robert and 
he is comfortable with this concept. This will create a clear decision path 
when issues need to be addressed if the director is not immediately 
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available to address those issues. I appreciate the great efforts that Steve 
put in during this past year in his role as acting director.  

• I had the privilege to kick off the City of Newport Leadership Program’s first 
session. We have 11staff members from various departments that are 
participating in our first City of Newport Leadership Program. This is 
structured to consist of 10 modules that will require a half-day participation 
per session over a 10-month period. At the end of this process, there will 
be a presentation to City Council by the group. This program is part of our 
employee culture recommendations that were developed. I appreciate the 
role of Barb James, Jason Malloy, Laura Kimberly, Mike Cavanaugh and 
Lance Vanderbeck in serving  as the steering committee for this effort. The 
next session that was held focused on personal assessment to help 
participants understand communication and productivity in the workplace. 
This will serve as a basis for working through the rest of the sessions. I 
have included a copy of the handout  of my presentation which includes  a 
description of the remaining modules that the class will be participating in. 
This is a great step by the City to provide these opportunities for internal 
learning, growth and developing stronger leadership skills.  

• Erik Glover, Barb James and I reviewed the proposals for Agent of Record 
to facilitate various insurance needs over the next three years. Erik Glover 
modified the RFP from last year and the City received five proposals. We 
awarded the Agent of Record WHA Insurance.  

• Erik Glover, Derrick Tokos and I met with our CIS representative and their 
legal counsel regarding litigation that has been filed alleging damage from 
a storm sewer to a building that was built over the storm sewer located at 
156 NE 7th Street.  

• Along with Councilor Jacobi, participated in the 60+Center Volunteer 
Luncheon. Many hours of volunteer time are contributed to the City of 
Newport’s 60+ Center.   

• Erik Glover and I participated in the Coastal City Managers’ lunch meeting 
which was held at Depoe Bay City Hall. Depoe Bay is considering 
modifying their city recorder’s position into a city administrator’s position. 
This is something that has been long overdue and I believe it will be a great 
benefit to the City moving forward. We also discussed various budgetary 
issues, and Ryan Vogt from Cascades West Regional Council of 
Governments updated the group on the efforts to submit a regional safety 
transportation planning grant for all of Lincoln County. The group was 
generally supportive of that concept.  

• Held a monthly meeting with Jason Holland to discuss issues between the 
City and OCCA One of the issues that we are trying to wrap up before July 
1 is a new contract OCCA regarding the operation of the Performing Arts 
Center and the Visual Arts Center. This agreement expires on July 1. Both 
OCCA and City staff have been happy with the existing agreement so we 
do not anticipate any significant changes. In addition, we are looking at 
authorizing several change orders for the work that is occurring at the 
Performing Arts Center. There were several things that were excluded from 
the project over cost concerns. Based on where we are at with the project, 
we believe that we are in a position to move forward with a number of those 
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items. A change order will be coming back to the City Council on these 
issues.  

• Derrick Tokos and I met to review a number of city/county property issues 
that were forwarded to us by Kristin Yuille, the Lincoln County Counsel. 
This discussion was initiated since we need to obtain an agreement from 
the County to construct the steps at the end of the Ernest Bloch Wayside 
trail leading down to Agate Beach before State Parks  will issue a permit 
for this work. Prior to Wayne Belmont leaving his position as County 
Counsel, there were a number of other property issues that he wanted to 
address before he left this position. Unfortunately, he did not have time to 
pull this together. There are property issues that never got completed 
between the City and County that date back several decades that the 
County would like to address as part of these property issues. There are 
also some small parcels of property that the County owns that are mixed in 
with the City property that they would like to convey to the City, as well. 
This would help facilitate our project to get the stairway completed at Agate 
Beach.  

• I participated in an Emergency Preparedness meeting with City staff. 
• Conducted interviews for the communication specialist position on 

Wednesday, April 10, and two additional candidates were interviewed on 
Thursday, April 18. We extended an offer of employment as a result of 
these interviews.  

• I was out on sick leave late beginning late morning on Thursday, April 11 
through Friday, April 12 relating to a medical procedure for my wife.  

• Participated in a routine Department Head meeting.  
• Participated in a Council work session regarding playground equipment 

choices for Sam Moore Parkway, an update by Dig Deep Research on 
grant activity, and scheduling an executive session to discuss collective 
bargaining with the Newport Police Association.  

• Participated in the regular City Council meeting on April 15 at 6 PM. 
• David Allen, Chris Beatty and I met with Peggy Hawker and Tia Cavender 

of Dig Deep Research regarding various agreements. With Dig Deep 
Research , as well as with our state and federal consultants, Water 
Strategies, LLC, and the public affairs counsel. David is of the opinion that 
we have an option of either extending the Dig Deep agreement, for another 
year or going through an RFP process for a longer-term extension. He has 
indicated that with our two legislative consultants, we will need to go 
through an informal process before either of them hits $100,000 in 
expenditures. This means with both of them, we will need to go through this 
process before the end of this fiscal year. (Please note that the agreement 
with Dig Deep Research ends in August.)  

• Participated in a Water Conservation Group and Management Work Group 
(WCGMWG) meeting. This was the official kickoff of the grant-funded 
drinking water and water source protection plan process. This is involving 
a number of other stakeholders, including forestry, farming, state regulatory 
efforts and other stakeholders to help develop this policy. The WCGMWG 
is a core part of this process. In addition, we had our first meeting with our 
water resources consultant, Suzanne de Szoeke with GSI Solutions. They 
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will be working with the WCGMWG  in order to develop a technical 
memorandum for presentation to Council in December on strategies for 
water conservation. Their work will also inform the chapter in our water 
master planning process on water conservation, as well.  

• Met with Chris Beatty, Steve Baugher and Erik Glover to finalize decisions 
on capital outlay projects for the budget.  

• Met with Rob Murphy and Tom Sakaris regarding additional funding for the 
fire apparatus project. This work is progressing. They would like to add 
several things to this purchase. The funding would come from the Fire 
reserve fund to cover these additional costs. They will be providing a report 
to Council to appropriate the additional funding in order to address several 
issues that would be beneficial as part of this new piece of equipment.  

• Attended and observed the employee-facilitated and community-facilitated 
discussions with the city manager candidates. Met briefly with the 
candidates as part of the beginning of their city tour. They all had an 
opportunity to check out the City Manager’s office as a kickoff of the tour. 
Derrick Tokos and Mike Cavanaugh were our tour guides for the four 
candidates.   I only observed one of the Council interviews  due to 
communication specialist interviews taking place and finalizing issues to 
get the proposed budget out to the Budget Committee.  

• Participated in the Council executive session and special meeting held on 
Friday, April 19, as Council deliberated on the four candidates to determine 
who would be the best candidate to offer the position to. During this time, I 
offered no opinion on any candidate, but served as  a resource to answer 
questions that Council have had. City Attorney Allen played a similar role. 
Overall, I was impressed by the City Council observations. I appreciate the 
thoroughness comments from the two receptions (employee and 
community discussions) the public administrators’, citizens’ and 
department heads’ panels that helped guide Council’s decision  to make a 
difficult choice among the four candidates.  

• Participated  in a special meeting where Council offered the city manager 
position to Nina Vetter. I felt that Jensen Strategies did a great job in 
presenting the information to Council from the various interactions that the 
groups had during the past week and in dealing with Council’s questions 
and deliberations during this process. Best wishes to Nina Vetter, Council, 
Department Heads and citizens for a successful tenure as Newport’s next 
city manager.   

• The second dedication was a ribbon-cutting for David's Chair. David’s 
Chair provides beach access vehicle for those who are unable to walk on 
the beach. This vehicle will allow individuals to enjoy time on the beach 
with their families. Jeff Kallevig from David's Chair give an overview of the 
program. Seth Miller from Oregon Parks Forever also participated in this 
event having been a sponsor for David's Chair. Now both events were well 
organized by Mike Cavanagh. 

 
NOTE** Nyla Jebousek asked that I correct a statement that was made in the last 
status report regarding a meeting between ODOT, Representative Gomberg and the 
City of Newport. I provided information that has been shared with me by 
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Representative Gomberg’s office. Nyla Jebousek  indicated that was incorrect and 
asked that I share the reason that she was unable to participate. Nyla indicated that 
her schedule was not considered /included when the meeting was scheduled and 
was informed of the meeting date less than 24 hours in advance of the meeting. She 
had a previously scheduled appointment  and was unable to participate. I apologize 
for this misinformation that was shared incorrectly with me regarding this matter.  

Upcoming Events: 

• The League of Oregon Cities Local Government Spring Conference will be 
held in Klamath Falls from April 25 - April 26. Mayor Kaplan, Councilors 
Parker, Hall, and Erik and I.  

• Monday, April 29 at 6 PM is a town hall meeting. We intend to focus on street 
system funding.   

• Saturday, May 4, is the annual Loyalty Days Parade. The parade will start at 
noon near Safeway and will end before the US 20 intersection. A fun run race 
will kick off the event at 11:35 

• Tuesday, May 14 at 5 PM is the second Budget Committee meeting.  

• Wednesday, May 15 from 11AM to 1 PM is the LOC Small Cities meeting in 
Depoe Bay.  

• Tuesday, May 21 is election day in Oregon.  

• Tuesday, May 28 at 6 PM is the third Budget Committee meeting.  

• I plan to attend my last OCCMA Summer Conference which will be held in 
Hood River on June 24 - 27.  

• My tentative retirement date as city manager is Monday, July 8. The tentative 
start date for the new city manager is Tuesday, July 9. 

• Monday, September 2 is the Labor Day holiday. Council meetings will be 
held Tuesday, September 3.   

• The annual ICMA meeting is going to be held from September 21 - 25, 2024, 
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. I encourage my successor to participate in the 
annual ICMA meetings. These there are very important professional 
development opportunities for members of ICMA. There is a wealth of 
information that is provided at these conferences and the experience of 
traveling to different cities to participate in various demonstrations and tours 
to view how other cities tackle various municipal problems is extremely 
beneficial. Please encourage your new manager to participate in the ICMA 
meetings.  

• Monday, September 30 at 6 PM is scheduled for a town hall meeting.  

• The League of Oregon Cities Annual Conference will be held from October 
17-19 in Bend, Oregon. Erik will be contacting Council in early summer to 
determine attendees to secure rooms for this event. It is important that Erik 
secure rooms the first hour of conference registration to assure everyone 
stays in the conference facility. 

• November 21 and 22, City offices will be closed due to the Thanksgiving 
holiday. 

• On Tuesday, December 24 City offices will be closed half day and a full day 
on Wednesday, December 25 for the Christmas holiday.  
 

Attachments:  
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• Attached is a report regarding comments made to the City Council by Mark 
Wordon on the 10/16/23 Council meeting. One pump, was purchased years 
ago by former Wastewater Treatment Plant Supervisor, John Ritchie. It was 
apparently not the correct pump to use for that application. In addition, he 
questioned the purchase of a pump for the North Side Pump Station . This 
pump has not been put into place, but is currently available as a spare for 
this station. There are a  number of other issues that he shared with Council 
that are responded to in the attached summarized report.  

• Attached is the presentation that was provided for the first module of the City 
of Newport Leadership Program. I had the opportunity to kick off this effort 
that will take place over the next 10 months. We have 11 employees enrolled 
in this program. 

• Attached is a flyer showing the LOC's top five legislative wins for cities 

• in 2024. 

• Attached is a card from the State Legislature Water Caucus expressing 
thanks to the Newport representatives for the time and expertise shared with 
the group during the water caucus event this past November.  

• Attached is the ICMA Declaration of Ideals. 

• Attached is the ICMA Code of Ethics.  
 
A number of Council members, Erik Glover and myself, are off to the LOC Spring 
Conference in Klamath Falls.  

 
Respectfully submitted, 

 
Spencer R. Nebel, City Manager 
 
cc:  Department Heads 
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